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Think/Tank a Space of Hydrological Performance(s)
Jeff Ponitz, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, with student Matt Catrow

of Grand Rapids, Michigan can be told entirely through the central role of water in its infrastructure, industry, public health, art, and recreation.
Water’s necessity and ubiquity render it nearly invisible, and it is often taken for granted in a water-rich environment such as the Great Lakes
region. The site, a vacant building formerly housing a museum of natural history, is situated within a number of natural and man-made hydrological
systems, including an underground steam network that currently serves the majority of the city.
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Hydrological Context

Think/Tank is situated within a number
of natural and man-made hydrological
systems, notably the Grand River basin,
which empties into Lake Michigan, and the
Kent County steam network, which provides

landscape, where it may slowly percolate back into the ground. Throughout the building and landscape, narratives of the history and future of

domestic hot water, snow melt, and cooling.

Grand Rapids through water.
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space, consisting of a series of benches and water channels oriented to the site
topography.
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H2O Vitrines

O in solid, liquid,
2
and gas form. Climate conditions within these vitrines are tightly controlled,
present a microcosm of the hydrological cycle: the Kent County steam supply
second, then crystallizes into snowfall in the third. Popular demand for each
vitrine changes in response to weather conditions. Air-locked “poncho rooms”
conditions ahead.

Operable Roof Structure

bioswales on the roof, and light is diffused by a ceramic frit pattern inspired
by whale baleen. The whale also vents steam and heat from the Great Hall,
allowing it to operate in tandem with the vitrines as a climate control device.
closed, building anticipation of a precipitation event.
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which collect and store water from the vitrines and the whale. The incremental
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Building Behaviors
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is located based on the role of human intervention: as visitors move from
landscape to building, they progressively see how water is harnessed, resisted,
abused, and celebrated in industry and culture.

hydroelectric

Grand Rapids’ past, present, and future, as told through water, is distributed
throughout the building and landscape as a series of engraved surfaces:

storm water management
water treatment

steam therapy
gypsum mining
damming the Grand River furniture industry
fur trading
logging
water in art
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